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Optimal building block of multipartite quantum battery
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To take quantum advantage of collective effects in many-body system, we design an elementary
block for building multipartite quantum battery, which enables charging an atomic ensemble with
optimal numbers in a common thermal bath. One achieves maximum free energy as the stored
energy in the steady state, which is prior to each atom parallel charging independently. It ascribes
to quantum collective effects in the ensemble of atoms induced by the competition between the
coherent driving and decoherent dissipation. The corresponding thermodynamic efficiency of the
energy storage is analyzed. The existence of the optimal elementary units of multipartite quantum
battery provide a guideline for designing a realizable charging scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, diligent efforts are devoted to explore the
possibility of taking advantage of quantum resources to
achieve superior performances in the energy conversion
and storage with the control achievement on multipartite
quantum system [1–3]. Quantum battery (QB) is a quan-
tum system for storing energy supplied by an external
source. The battery exploits quantum effects for efficient
charging in comparison to its classical counterpart [4–7].
A renewed effort is devoted to enhance charging of mul-
tipartite batteries in a closed system as a consequence
of quantum correlations in many-body systems, which is
known as collective effects [8–11].
When a multipartite battery is subjected to a common

thermal bath, it gives rise to interesting phenomenons
such as an increasing entropy, which establishes a link to
quantum thermodynamics [12–15]. An emergence of col-
lective effects in quantum thermodynamics like the free
energy as the stored energy and work extraction are at-
tractive quantum phenomenon in open systems, while
the influence of thermodynamics on such quantum ef-
fects are overlooked. Many efforts have been devoted to
investigate the QB for the energy storage in the thermal
environment using different charging protocols [16–18].
More recently, a dissipative charging process of a battery
was suggested [16], in which an efficient thermodynamic
equilibrium state is approached by work extraction under
cyclic unitary operations with help of auxiliary systems.
This engineering needs to find a unitary evolution for
the battery and the auxiliary system with a globally con-
served quantity, which is controlled by a post selected
driving agent.
A harmonic driving as an external source has been pro-

posed as an alternative powerful charging field due to the
tunable driving frequency for maximal stored energy [9].
Inspired by the advantage of the collective effects and the
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harmonic driving, a multipartite QB in a common ther-
mal bath, collectively coupled to a harmonic driving field,
is an attractive battery model for optimal energy storage.
In such many-body system, the interplay between the co-
herent driving and decoherent charging induced by the
thermal dissipation plays an essential role in the cooper-
ative many-body effects for the charging. The question is
that whether such collective effects in many-body system
be harnessed to improve thermodynamically meaningful
features in the driven-dissipative charging protocols.
In this paper, we present the irreversible thermody-

namic charging of an ensemble of N two-level atoms
charged by a harmonic driving field in a common thermal
bath. It is different from previous entropy-preserving or
energy-conserving charging process under unitary oper-
ations. With the increment of atoms, the quantum col-
lective effects lead to a non-monotonic behavior of free
energy and a decreasing entropy per atom, which are in-
duced by the competition between the coherent driving
force and the decoherent dissipation of the common ther-
mal bath. We find the optimal number of atoms as an
elementary unit of the QB interacting with a common
thermal bath, which results in maximizing the stored
energy per atom. Engineering such optimal-atom bat-
tery as a building block one achieves more free energy by
compared to parallel charging for N independent atoms.
Meanwhile, thermodynamic efficiency of the energy stor-
age in terms of the work done by the external charging
field is analyzed.

II. A PROTOCOL FOR A MULTIPARTITE QB

CHARGING

We consider an open charging system of a multipartite
battery, which consists of two-level atoms coupled to an
external driving as a charger to transfer energy. Fig. 1
(a) shows normal parallel charging strategy with inde-
pendent thermal bath. Our charging protocol focus on
the elementary building block (blue box), illustratedin
Fig. 1 (b), with finite number of atoms with shared ther-
mal bath. Atoms in each units are collectively charged by
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FIG. 1: (a)Charging protocol of N two-level atoms in parallel.
Each atom is charged by a harmonic driving and couples to a
thermal environment. (b)The elementary building block (blue
box) consists of a few atoms with a common thermal bath.
During the charging time, the QB interacts with a harmonic
driving field A cos(ωt).

a harmonic field. The total Hamiltonian consists of the
QB-system part and the interacting part asH = Hs+HI

with

Hs = ω0Jz, HI = A cos(ωt)Jx, (1)

where Jα =
∑N

i σα
i /2 (α = x, y, z) is the collective oper-

ator of N two-level atoms with the energy level splitting
ω0. A and ω are the driving amplitude and the modu-
lated frequency.
In the practical application, the QB are coupled also to

the envirement, which is modeled as the thermodynamics
dissipation. The temporal evolution of the density matrix
ρ(t) for the QB is described by the master equation,

dρ(t)

dt
= −i[ω0Jz +Acos(ωt)Jx, ρ]

+γ[n(T ) + 1](2J−ρJ+ − {J+J−, ρ})
+γn(T )(2J+ρJ− − {J−J+, ρ}), (2)

where n(T ) = [eω/(kBT ) − 1]−1 is the mean occupation
number of bath mode with the frequency ω at the bath
temperature T . The Boltzmann’s constant is set by kB =
1 for later discussion. The first term on the right side
describes the normal-parallel charging for N independent
atoms. The basis set for representing the QB system of
N atoms is the Dicke states |J, l−N/2〉 (l = 0, 1, ..., N),
which are eigenstates of J2 and Jz with the total pseudo-
spin J = N/2. Both external driving and the dissipation
induce the state transitions among energy levels of the
Dicke states |N/2, l−N/2〉 with l = 0, 1, ...N .

III. AN OPTIMAL ELEMENTARY UNIT FOR

CHARGING

The importance is to define the usable stored energy.
In the normal charging without thermal environment, the

internal energy change of QB can be utilized in the later
retraction. Yet, only part of the internal energy can be
extracted in the charging process within the thermal en-
vironment. For such evaluation, we have considered the
entropy S(ρs) = −Tr(ρs ln ρs) of the QB system. The
useful energy stored in the QB is measured by the free
energy

F (ρs) = E(ρs)− kBTS(ρs), (3)

where E(ρs) = Tr(Hsρs) is the internal energy of the
QB system. The difference in free energy ∆F = ∆E −
kBT∆S measures the useful energy stored in the QB.
At zero temperature T = 0, the free energy change is
equivalent to the mean energy, ∆F (ρs) = ∆E(ρs). Here
we only consider the situation with one thermal bath
during the charging and later retraction process with the
same temperature. The similar definition of the useful
work is well discussed in the quantum thermodynamic
resource discussions [19].
Initially, N atoms decouple with the charging field,

and the QB system is prepared in the Gibbs thermal
state of N atoms, ρ0 = e−Hs/(kBT )/Z with the partition
function Z = Tr[e−Hs/(kBT )]. For the single-atom QB,
the temporal mean energy E(ρs) = ω0〈σz〉/2 is obtained
analytically as (see the appendix)

E(ρs)/ω0 = − γ2χ

γ2χ2 + A2/2
{1− e−3tγχ/2

2χγ2

{[(2χγ2(1 + αχ) + αA2] cos(Ωt)

− γ

2Ω
[2γ2χ2(1 + αχ) +A2(4 + αχ)] sin(Ωt)}},

(4)

where the oscillation Rabi frequency is Ω =
√

A2 − γ2χ2/4 with χ = [1 + 2n(T )]. The mean energy
E of the QB becomes larger as the driving amplitude A
increases or the dissipation rate γ decreases. At the zero
temperature with n(T ) = 0, when the driving strength
A becomes larger than the dissipative rate γ, E tends to
be zero in the steady state and the corresponding stored
energy ∆E equals to ω0/2. (See Appendix A)
For the large value of N , we use the Hosltein-Primakoff

transformation in terms of auxiliary bosonic operators b†

and b: Jz = b†b −N/2, J+ = b†
√
N and J− = b

√
N . It

gives dρ(t)/dt = −i[ω0(b
†b − N/2) + A

√
Ncos(ωt)(b† +

b), ρ] + γN [n(T ) + 1](2bρb† − {b†b, ρ}+ γNn(T )(2b†ρb−
{bb†, ρ}). The driving strength is proportional to A

√
N ,

while the decay rate is proportional to γN . Due to the
competition between the external driving force and the
thermal dissipation, one would expect the existence of the
efficient elementary unit of the QB with optimal number
of atoms for maximizing the stored energy.
Due to the difficulty of finding anylytical results for

the multipartite batteries, we present dynamiccal charg-
ing process via the free energy and the entropy by nu-
merical calculations. Fig. 2(a) shows oscillations of the
scaled free energy change ∆F/N , which exhibits a sta-
ble value at the steady state. The charging period for
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FIG. 2: (a)Variance of the scaled free energy ∆F/(Nω0) and
(b) variance of the entropy ∆S as a function of the charging
time t for different N = 1, 10 and 28 with A = 0.5ω and
n(T ) = 0.2. (c) ∆F/ω0 in the steady state as a function of
N for different dissipation rate γ = 0, 0.03ω, 0.05ω and 0.1ω
with A = 0.5ω.

the steady state becomes shorter as the atom number N
increases, because the system relaxes to the steady state
rapidly due to the dominated dissipation. Interesting,
the stored free energy in the steady state increases firstly
with the incremental of N , then decreases for N = 28.
It demonstrates the existence of the optimal number Nop

of atoms to achieve maximum free energy. Meanwhile,
it emergences inevitably an increasing of entropy in the
dissipative charging process, which is different from the
preserved entropy in a closed system. The corresponding
change of the scaled entropy ∆S/N decrease as N in-
creases in Fig. 2(b). It means that the heat flow induced
by the entropy Qs = T∆S becomes lower than that ob-
tained by N atoms charging independently in parallel in
Fig. 1(a). It exhibits an improvement over the parallel
charging of N atoms.

One expects a steady state with larger population in
high-level states to achieve maximal stored energy. N
atoms with a strong driving amplitude A would result in
the occupation of the higher-energy states |N/2, l−N/2〉
with a larger value of l, yet the occupation of the lower-
energy states with the increasing of dissipation γ. As a
consequence of such competition between the coherent
external driving and dissipation, an efficient elementary
unit of the QB with the optimal atoms is predicted to
achieve maximum free energy per atom. Fig. 2(c) shows
that the non-monotonic dependence of the free energy
∆F on the number of atoms N in the steady state, ex-
hibiting an maximum value at an optimal number Nop

of atoms. Especially, in the absence of the dissipation
γ = 0, the free energy is proportional to N , ∆F ∝ N ,
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FIG. 3: Work done W , free energy ∆F , variance of the in-
ternal energy ∆〈H〉, and heat Q as a function of time t for
N = 1 quantum battery for different dissipation rate γ = 0
(a) and γ = 0.03ω (b). (c) The efficiency η as a function of
time t for different number of atoms N = 1, 17 and 25 with
γ = 0.03ω. The parameters are A = 0.5ω and n(T ) = 0.2.

which is consistent with previous results [9, 10]. For dif-
ferent dissipation rate γ and the driving strength A, the
efficient elementary unit of the QB consists of the opti-
mal number Nop of atoms in a common thermal bath in
Fig. 1(b), which has maximum stored energy by compar-
ing to results of atoms charging independently in parallel.

IV. CHARGING EFFICIENCY

In the charging process, the stored free energy is an im-
portant quantity to evaluate the performance. However,
we have shown the energy from the agent dissipates into
the thermal bath. The extent, to which the work done
by the agent is stored, is also important and typically
evaluated as the efficiency. We quantify the efficiency of
the charging process by the ratio

η =
∆F

W
, (5)

where the amount of the work done on the QB by the
external driving field is given by

W = Tr(

∫ τ

0

dH

dt
ρdt) = −Aω

∫ τ

0

sin(ωt)Tr(Jxρ)dt. (6)

Due to the thermal dissipation of the irreversible pro-
cess, some amount of work W is transferred into heat
Q flowing into the thermal bath, which is measured by
Q = Tr(

∫ τ

0 ρ̇Hdt). The intrinsic energy of the charging
system including the interactions driving part HI is mea-
sured as 〈H〉 = Tr[H(ρ(t)] = E+ 〈HI〉, which is different
from the mean energy E of the QB system.
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Fig. 3 shows behaviors of the work W done by the ex-
ternal driving force, the heat flowing to the common bath
Q. For a closed system with γ = 0 in Fig. 3(a), the work
W is fully transferred into the variance of the intrinsic
energy ∆〈H〉 periodically without heat dissipation. One
interesting finding is that the variance of the intrinsic en-
ergy ∆〈H〉 sometimes is lower than the variance of free
energy ∆F = ∆E due to the negative value of the in-
teracting energy ∆〈HI〉 < 0, resulting in the efficiency
η > 1. Such efficiency is caused by the energy exchange
between the coherent driving field and the QB. For the
dissipation case with γ = 0.03ω in Fig. 3(b), the laws
of thermodynamics, W = Q + ∆H , holds in the open
charging system as well as the closed system. The corre-
sponding efficiency η decreases as the number N of atoms
for an elementary unit of the QB increases in Fig. 3(c).
The efficiency for the efficient elementary unit with the
optimal number of atoms Nop = 17 is worse than that of
single-battery case, which ascribes to heat dissipation.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown the driven-dissipative charging of the
multipartite battery comprising an ensemble of two-level
atoms, which interact with an external harmonic driving
and a common thermal bath. The stored energy in the
battery is measured by the free energy due to increasing
of the entropy in the open charging system. Due to the
competition between the coherent driving and the deco-
herent dissipation in atoms system, the free energy per
atom in the steady state behaves non-monotonically de-
pendent on the number of the atoms. We find the optimal

elementary unit of the QB with finite atoms in a common
thermal bath, which provides maximal average stored en-
ergy. To character the thermodynamic efficiency of the
charging process, we elucidate the work done by the ex-
ternal field as well as the intrinsic energy of the QB sys-
tem. We prove the first law of thermodynamics holds
in the open charging system. The quantum thermody-
namics in the open charging system involves quantum
collective effects induced by quantum coherence in many-
body system in comparison to classical thermodynamics,
resulting in optimal building block of multipartite quan-
tum battery. Our results is a fundamental attributions
to the powerful energy storage with optimal atoms for
physically realizable charging schemes.
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FIG. A.1: Scaled mean energy E/ω0 obtained by the analyt-
ical solution (dashed black line) as a function of τ for one-
atom quantum battery with different driving strength (a)(c)
A/ω0 = 0.05, and (b)(d) A/ω0 = 0.5 at temperature n(T ) = 0
and 1. The driving frequency is chosen as ω = ω0 = 2, and
the dissipation rate is γ = 0.01ω0. The numerical results are
listed for comparison (solid red line).

Appendix A: Analytical solutions for single-atom

battery

We analyze the thermodynamics of a single-atom bat-
tery charging process with the master equation. The two-
level system evolution involves energy transfer from the
external driving field and the dissipation of the energy
into the thermal environment.

The master equation of the single-atom battery system
becomes

dρs/dt = −i
ω0

2
[σz , ρs]− i

A

4
(eiωt + e−iωt)[σx, ρs]

+γ[n(T ) + 1](2σ−ρsσ+ − {σ+σ−, ρs})
+γn(T )(2σ+ρsσ− − {σ−σ+, ρs}). (A1)

We perform a rotating-frame transformation using U =
exp(iωtσz/2) to give

dρ′s/dt = −i
ω0 − ω

2
[σz , ρ

′
s]

−i
A

4
(eiωt + e−iωt)[eiωtσ+ + e−iωtσ−, ρ

′
s]

+γ[n(T ) + 1](2σ−ρ
′
sσ+ − {σ+σ−, ρ

′
s})

+γn(T )(2σ+ρ
′
sσ− − {σ−σ+, ρ

′
s}), (A2)

where ρ′s = UρsU
†. When the driving strength A is

much smaller than the two-level energy ω0 on resonance
with the QB system ω0 = ω, it is reasonable to making
a rotating-wave approximation (RWA) by ignoring fast

oscillating terms. The Bloch equations are derived as

˙〈σz〉τ = i
A

2
(〈σ−〉τ − 〈σ+〉τ )− 2γ[〈σz〉τ (2n(T ) + 1) + 1],

(A3)

˙〈σ+〉τ = i
A

4
〈σz〉τ − γ〈σ−〉τ (2n(T ) + 1), (A4)

˙〈σ−〉τ = −i
A

4
〈σz〉τ − γ〈σ+〉τ (2n(T ) + 1). (A5)

For the initial Gibbs state with α = Tr[σzρ(0)], it gives
analytically

〈σz〉τ = − 2γ2η

2γ2η2 +A2
{1− e−3τγη/2 1

2ηγ2

{[(2ηγ2(1 + αη) + αA2] cos(Ωτ)

−γ[2γ2η2(1 + αη) +A2(4 + αη)]

2Ω
sin(Ωτ)}},(A6)

where η = [1 + 2n(T )], and the oscillation Rabi fre-
quency is

Ω =

√

A2 − γ2η2

4
. (A7)

Especially, at zero temperature with n(T ) = 0 for 〈σz〉 =
−1, 〈σ−〉 = 0, 〈σ+〉 = 0, the corresponding temporal
energy E(ρs) = ω0〈σz〉τ/2 is obtained

E(ρs) =
−4ω0γ

2

8γ2 +A2
[1 +

A2

8γ2
e−3γτ/2(cosΩτ +

3γ

2Ω
sinΩτ)],

(A8)

with Ω =
√

A2 − γ2/4. When the driving strength A
becomes larger than the dissipative rate γ, 〈σz〉∞ tends
to be zero and the stored energy ∆E equals to ω0/2.
We calculate E(ρs) according to Eq.(A1) numerically

without the RWA for the dissipative charging process in
Fig. A.1. The analytical solutions in Eq.(A8) agree well
with numerical ones for A/ω0 = 0.05 and 0.5. And the
oscillation frequency of the mean energy are correctly
captured by the analytical one Ω dependent on the driv-
ing strength A and dissipative rate γ. As A increases to
be much larger than γ, A = 0.5ω0, E(ρs) increases to be
0 in the steady state in Fig. A.1 (b), which is consistent
with the analytical ones from Eq.(A8). For a thermal
bath with n(T ) = 1, excellent agreement between the
analytical results and the numerical ones is observed in
Fig. A.1 (c) and (d). As the temperature increases, the
oscillation Rabi frequency Ω becomes smaller in Eq.(A7)
due to the stronger thermal dissipation. It demonstrates
that the charging time to reach the steady state becomes
shorter at finite temperature, and the oscillation Rabi
frequency of the QB energy E can be modulated by the
driving strength A, the loss rate γ and the temperature
T .
Fig. A.2 shows the thermodynamics charging con-

trolled by the temperature. Since the decay rate of the
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FIG. A.2: (a)Scaled free energy ∆F/ω0 and (b) the Von Neu-
mann entropy ∆S of one-atom quantum battery for different
temperature n(T ) = 0.1, 1 with dissipation rate γ = 0.05ω.
(c)Scaled free energy ∆F/ω0 and (d) the Von Neumann en-
tropy for different dissipative rate γ = 0 and 0.05ω with
n(T ) = 0.2. The driving frequency is chosen as ω = ω0 = 2,
and the driving strength A/ω0 = 0.5.

two-level atom is proportional to the rate γ[n(T )+1] and
γn(T ) in Eq.(A1). As n(T ) increases, the mean energy
of the QB system and the free energy decay rapidly as
in Fig. A.2(a). The corresponding variance of the en-
tropy ∆S decreases in Fig. A.2(b). The increasing of
the temperature induces more energy flowing to the en-
vironment, while it reduces the information flow. In the
entropy non-preserving process, the heat flow to the ther-
mal bath decreases of the energy of the QB system due to
the entropy production. In the absence of the dissipation
γ = 0, it exhibits periodic oscillation of the free energy
∆F and the entropy is conserved in Fig. A.2(c) (d).


